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About This Content

An ominous shadow of the Axis Alliance is being cast over the sands of Africa. The scorching hot African sky will soon burn
with the flames of heavy cannons and fill with smoke of bullet-ridden fighter planes. Become Britain’s top pilot and help the

Allies repel the Nazi threat. Face the infamous general Rommel, clash with his forces above Tobruk and stand up to the
challenge in one of the most pivotal battles on the African front – the Battle of El Alamein.
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This game sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665very rage dotnt buy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game
sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u26651\/10. Game was almost not playable. Very loose controls. No real plot to it, doesn't
seem like a lot of effort was put into making this game. Waste of money in my opinion.. Absolutely loved it. I was incredibly
suprised by the game, as I imagined it would be a simple Trick Or Treating game. Defintely wasn't expecting the depth and
detail in the storyline and the dificulty of the puzzles.. Alright, if you're here, then you probably know what the "bullet hell"
subgenre is, or at least its parent genre, shoot 'em ups (from now on referred to as "shmups"), but if not, I'll briefly explain:

Shmups are generally defined as any top-down or side-scrolling shooter, such as Galaga, Space Invaders, and many others.
Bullet hell games, on the other hand, take this to the EXTREME; some of the screenshots for this game should show you just
how many bullets you'll have to deal with. To compensate for this, your character's hit box is extremely small, really only a
couple of pixels big, so that this is at all possible.

With that out of the way, the actual review!

The presentation:
Generally pretty good quality sprite work; I wouldn't say it's anything outstanding, but certainly nothing to scoff at. The menus
are a tad bland, but function well, and aren't boring; just simple.

The story:
It's a little hard for me to comment on this one, honestly; the story isn't really well told throughout the game. To give an example
of how important the story is, there's an option to disable the pre-level "cutscenes", which are only one screen with text and
some pictures anyway. I believe it has something to do with humanity doing something dumb, and that causes some evil person
to attack (again? I'm not sure; I haven't played the first game), and you, being part of some millitary group, have to go and face
her. Not terrible, but not super deep either. But that's probably not why you're here, is it? You're looking for...

The gameplay:
Is fantastic. Before you start the game, you have the choice between two characters, Eryth and Earl, and another once you beat
the true final boss (which, I should mention, I have not done). Now, there are two conflicting sources on the amount of
characters; one (this very Steam page) says that there are two starting characters, with the unlockable third, while the games
official webpage states that there are FIVE characters, along with an unlockable sixth. Neither of these are completely correct.
The second character, Earl, is actually a customizable character; you can use one of four presets, or you can mix and match her
three selectable abilities. These abilities, of which Eryth has as well (however, Eryth is stuck with one skillset), include your
normal shots, "bombs" (which almost never actually includes using a bomb), and "Mana Action", which requires your Mana bar
to be filled up; this can be done by killing enemies. The game isn't too long, probably about an hour or less if your good; but
that's a pretty tall order. The first time I played through this game (playing as Eryth, Revised (normal) difficulty), it took about
two hours of multiple retries to get past these five stages. Despite the difficulty (which is pretty normal for these kinds of
games), I had a blast, and felt extremely satisfied once I finally conquered it. Thanks in no small part to...

The music:
Now, personally, I loved the music. It's probably one of my favorite game soundtracks, and I'm not exaggerating; I rank this up
there with Cave Story, Mega Man X, BlazBlue (the collective series), all of those amazing soundtracks. And the soundtrack
actually comes including in the Steam folder for the game once it's installed, so that's a huge plus. However, looking at another
review, it said that the musical wasn't all that great. So who knows, I might be in the minority on this one.

Overall:
Hopefully this review didn't end up being too long-winded; I don't exactly have a lot of experience with reviewing. However, I
found myself having to hold back on how much I said, because I quite bluntly love this game. It's one of my favorites, and I'm
pretty sure the next few days will be spent on getting the achievements. I hope you decide to pick this game up, because it's
definitely worth it; I plan on buying the other games in the series at some point soon as well.. CANT SAY ANYTHING
ABOUT THIS AS HAS NEVER DOWNLOADED DESPITE STEAM SAYING THAT IT HAS BEEN ADDED TO MY
COLLECTION. Honestly- I expected this game to be a lot worse than it is. If I wasn't reviewing it I wouldn't pay $15, but I've
played worse for more. It might be worth it just for the terrible translations.
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Take a look here, would you buy it?: https:\/\/youtu.be\/6Vogf0yaiwA. I think here the minecraft graphics were a crutch for a
turn based strategy game that seriously lacks personality. The mechanics themselves are pretty basic. Overall it's just not very
interesting. Seems like more of a prototype than an actual game.. i've been playing these games for a long time now and i have
to say this ones story could have used more work.
it didnt grab me like other titles in the series. i felt like there was no real deep connection in the story. also the only 20 missions
is a real bummer. It felt as is it was a rush release. which i know it wasnt. then the mutiplayer .... i feel like it was more set up
for that then story. now a days its all about multi player. i hate multi player with a passion. it takes away from the story and
game play. over all i would rate this game a 4 out of 5. or 7.5 out of 10. too much focus on the multi player not enough story..
Easy to access, fast interface and highly recommended. This is a visual novel in the same style as Monster Loves You. The game
involves choosing where to go each turn, then responding to the randomized event that happens there. The event and your
response to it will have positive or negative effects on one or more of your character's stats, which in turn influence later events
and the end of the game. It's sort of like a dating sim, except instead of trying to get the girl, you're trying to survive the
apocalypse.

The music and the writing are top notch, which makes the game a joy to play through several times over. Events are randomized
to give the game more replay value, but they also interconnect with each other in surprising and delightful ways, so you're likely
to see something new even on your tenth time through the game. Each run only takes about ten minutes, so finishing it multiple
times is more fun than frustrating.

Though enjoyable as a solitary experience, the game really shines when used as a party game. Grab a few friends and try to stave
off The Yawhg together - or don't, and see if your character can fare better than the others after the apocalypse.
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Cute little Lemmings-like game. The art\/music\/sound were very well done, and there was a lot of humor in some of the
levels\/situations that was amusing.

The levels are extremely easy to solve -- the difficulty level would be appropriate for a 10 or 11 year old though (my 12yo isn't
into these kinds of games, but was happy to sit next to me and offer possible solutions).

The one thing I did not like about the game was the star\/puzzle piece mechanic. On each level are 3 stars and occasionally a
puzzle piece hidden somewhere that the player has to find (technically, you could ignore this, but you need the stars to unlock
outfits and the puzzle pieces to, well, solve the puzzle).

The problem is that for almost all of the levels, the stars\/puzzle pieces are designed so that they blend into the background so
this part of the game becomes "methodically search in a vertical pattern for anomalous objects."

On a few of the levels, the puzzle pieces\/stars are hidden behind objects that you have to activate, which made a lot more sense
and felt like it was actually part of the game. The "find the hidden object" portion felt divorced from the rest of the gameplay.

All-in-all, though, totally worth it for $5 if you like these kind of games and don't mind the low difficulty level.. I really like the
pagoda and the golden lions! Great additions.. recollect the gundemoniums for maximum points. The story was ok. Graphics
were not bad. There was no map so you end up visiting the same areas multiple times. The hint button was annoying because it
charges every time. I don't regret playing it. Would recommend if you have already played everything else and it is on sale really
cheap.. Baba is you is an amazing puzzle game that is not only very fun and innovative, but also extremely complex yet logical at
the same time. I love the brilliant game design, and really appreciate the mix of creative thinking and logical deduction required
in the puzzle solving process. On top of that, you are continuously introduced to new mechanics and tricks as you progress,
which helps keep the game new and engaging. I would highly recommend this game to anyone who enjoys puzzle solving.

The only thing I can complain about is the background music. While the sound effects are pretty good, the BGM gets a bit
annoying for me personally and detracts from the puzzle solving experience, so I usually play my own music over it. I would
prefer something that feels more relaxing or zen-like and helps me concentrate.. Most homosexual controls ever. Can't turn
while in midair.. Game crashes on launch for many users (nearly all of the forum posts are about this issue). Would like to give
it a proper review when this is fixed, but be warned that there's a good chance you won't even be able to play the game after
purchase.
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